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In September 1762, just months before the hated French and Spanish officially 
capitulated in the French and Indian War, undergraduates at the College of New Jersey expressed 
their pride in being members of the British Empire by staging "an entertainment" honoring "The 
Military Glory of Great-Britain." But less than fourteen years later, in early 1776, another 
American play trumpeted "The Fall of British Tyranny 01 American Liberty Triumphant, The 
First Campaign," and on July 2, 1776 thirteen of Great Britain's North American colonies 
declared their independence1. It is no ·easy matter to explain why that stunningly quick 
transformation from Americans as proud members of the British Empire to Americans as 
revolutionaries occurred. Still, whatever else one might say about the movement toward 
independence, this much is clear: the British victory in the French and Indian War laid the 
foundation for the coming of the War of American Independence2. For Great Britain, victory in 
the French and Indian War was indeed a "Dangerous Triumph."3 

Consider Britain's efforts to raise revenue in her American colonies. The fateful decision 
to tax the colonists came as a direct result of the French and Indian War which began with 
skirmishes on the colonial frontier in 1754 and in 1756 erupted into a general European conflict 
Europeans called the Seven Years' War. In 1755, the British national debt was £73,000,000. 
Although the people of the realm endured high taxes during the War, the government was still 
forced to borrow so much money that the national debt had almost doubled by January 1763. 
Merely servicing that massive £137,000,000 debt constituted a ruinous drain on the treasury. 
Britain's annual national budget was £8,000,000, and almost £5,000,000 of that sum went just to 
pay the interest on the national debt!4 

The British government clearly faced an economic crisis brought on by the French and 
Indian War. And that crisis was exacerbated by the British government's decision to station about 
10,000 troops on the colonial frontier to protect Britain's North American colonists from attacks 
by Indians or others. It cost almost £225,000 a year just to pay those troops; the total yearly cost 
of colonial defense ran well above £300,000.5 Desperate for funds, the politicians kept taxes high 
in the mother country and instituted new taxes. The new excise tax on cider, however, produced 
"tumults and riots" in England's apple producing areas. New sources of revenue had to be found. 



Not surprisingly, British officials looked across the Atlantic. They looked westward out of 
economic desperation and because they believed the colonists should be grateful for the 
protection and care the British had lavished on them, especially in the 'French and Indian War.6 

From the mother country's perspective, Britain fought the French and Indian War, as 
William Pitt, the Secretary of State, put it, "to reduce the Enemy to the necessity of accepting a 
Peace on terms of Glory & Advantage to His Majesty's Crown, and beneficial, in particular to his 
Subjects in America."7 Pitt stressed that a successful conclusion to the War was essential to "the 
future Safety and Welfare of America."8 The peace terms that ended the War in February 1763 
offered tangible proof for Pitt's claim that the mother country was particularly concerned about 
the future safety and welfare of the King's American subjects. As one of the prizes of victory, the 
British government had the choice of acquiring either the island of Guadeloupe or New France, 
essentially modern-day Canada. Guadeloupe, an extraordinarily valuable sugar island, would 
have provided the British government with desperately needed income. Canada offered no 
immediate financial benefit and was seen as having little future economic potential. Yet the 
British took New France. They did that to eliminate what could be called "the French Menace," a 
menace that bad so often embroiled the colonists - and of course Great Britain - in expensive and 
bloody colonial wars.9 

Because Great Britain fought the French and Indian War in large measure to protect its 
North American colonies and would now be stationing extra troops there to defend the colonists, 
it seemed natural for British politicians to look to the colonies for added revenues. Moreover, 
British politicians were well aware that the taxpayers in Great Britain paid far more per capita in 
taxes than their colonial counterpart’s did.10 In the politicians' view, the colonists also deserved 
increased economic responsibilities in part to make amends for their despicable behavior during 
the French and Indian War. It was well known that many American merchants traded with the 
enemy during the War, which put bluntly means many colonists engaged in treason. In August of 
1760, an exasperated William Pitt directed the governors in North America and the West Indies 
to stomp out the "illegal and most pernicious Trade, carried on by the King's Subjects...to... 
French Settlements... by which the Enemy is... enabled to sustain, and protract, this long and 
expensive War." Steps must, Pitt insisted, be taken to stop the colonists from acting "in open 
Contempt of the Authority of the Mother Country."11 

Governor Stephen Hopkins of Rhode Island - a colony notorious as a center of illicit 
trade - offered an explanation for why the treasonous commerce flourished. The governor 
maintained that, even allowing for what they shipped to the British West Indies, the North 
American colonists produced huge surpluses of flour, beef, pork, fish and lumber. Hopkins 
observed: "How natural it is for the Proprietors of these [surplus] Commodities to seek some 
Market for them, and what Risques they will run to find it [,] I need not mention."12 

George Spencer, a New Yorker employed to ferret out such illegal trade, became an 
unwilling example of how committed colonials were to keeping the treasonous commerce alive. 



When Spencer asked a printer to publish a tract denouncing those engaging in the nefarious 
activities, the printer - saying he was afraid of reprisal - refused the job. The printer's fear was 
justified. What a modern-day historian called "([a]n organized mob" pulled Spencer out of his 
home, force alcohol down his throat until he became drunk, and then paraded him through the 
streets in a cart. For good measure, Spencer was beaten and pelted with "filth and offal." Adding 
injustice to insult, Spencer - not the members of the crowd - landed in jail on what he described 
as a trumped-up charge. According to his account, Spencer languished in jail for months because 
he had implicated two of the colony's Supreme Court justices in the treasonous trade.13 

Governor Francis Bernard of Massachusetts also learned how determined the colonials 
were to profit by trading with the enemy in time of war. By all accounts Bernard diligently 
worked to squelch the treasonous trade, but he failed. In 1762, General Jeffrey Amherst 
commiserated with Bernard by telling him that "[t]he Measures you are taking to Bring the 
Guilty to due punishment are Everything that can be Expected from you, but I am afraid that this 
trade has already got to Such a height, that few Jurys will be found as free from connections as to 
be willing to Understand the Crime in its true light."14 As Amherst prophesied, the illegal trade 
continued to flourish.15 The colonists kept acting "in open Contempt of the Authority of the 
Mother Country." 

Considering the benefits the colonists derived from the French and Indian War, the 
colonists' low tax burden, the traitorous actions of many colonists during the War, and the 
economic crisis the British government faced in 1763-1764 - all of which flowed directly from 
the French and Indian War - it made sense for British politicians to expect colonists to pay part 
of the cost of defending themselves. In addition to taxing the colonists, the British also decided 
to toughen up enforcement of the trade acts in the New World as well as in home waters. The 
ramifications of these economic transformations, which stemmed directly from the French and 
Indian War, made many Americans angry and raised questions about the benefits of belonging to 
the British Empire.16 

The British, once again as a direct result of the French and Indian War, also angered 
colonists by increasing efforts to stop them from grabbing up Native American lands. In the 
colonial era, Native Americans were more likely to ally themselves with the French than the 
British. That was no minor problem. Right at the start of the War, Edmond Atkin, a South 
Carolinian, observed that: "[t]he Importance of Indians is now generally known and understood. 
A Doubt remains not, that the prosperity of our Colonies on the Continent, will stand or fall with 
our Interest and favour among them. While they are our Friends, they are the Cheapest and 
Strongest Barrier for the Protection of our Settlements; when Enemies, they are capable..., in 
spite of all we can do, to render these Possessions almost useless."17 

Recognizing the truth of Atkin's observation and painfully aware that many Indians might 
support the French, the British government diligently labored to get Indians at least to be neutral 
in the War. For our considerations, the vital example is the Treaty of Easton concluded in 



October 1758. The treaty negotiations, which drew some 500 Native Americans to the 
deliberations, were so important that the colonial governors of both Pennsylvania and New 
Jersey attended. From the Indian perspective, the crucial provision of the treaty stipulated that, if 
the Native American signatories maintained peace with the British, the British would stop their 
colonists from encroaching on Indian lands west of the Appalachian Mountains. According to Lt. 
Col. Henry Bouquet, the Treaty of Easton, which was duly ratified by His Majesty in Council, 
effectively "knocked the French in the head."18 

The British, looking to the long-term as well as :to the immediate military need, took 
their Treaty of Easton promises seriously. In 1761, as the French and Indian War still raged, 
Colonel Bouquet signaled the British government's intention to honor the Treaty of Easton; he 
issued a proclamation telling American colonists they could not settle or even hunt west of the 
Appalachians without permission. Two years later Britain established the famous Proclamation 
Line of 1763 which forbade colonists from seeking to acquire Indian lands west of a line which 
ran through the Appalachians.19 Sir William Johnson, the British superintendent of Indian affairs, 
thus was sincere when he said he would welcome "a solemn public Treaty to agree upon clear 
and fixed Boundaries between our Settlements and their Hunting Grounds, so that each Party 
may know their own and be a mutual Protection to each of their respective Possessions."20 

For their part, the colonists realized that, with the French effectively removed as the 
protector of the Indians, the opportunities for building their own western empire had brightened 
considerably.21 So, colonists generally treated the Proclamation of 1763 as contemptuously as 
they treated Pitt's pleas to stop supplying the enemy in wartime. For example, in direct violation 
of the Proclamation, George Washington entered into a secret arrangement with William 
Crawford to survey and snatch up Indian lands. Telling Crawford to keep his words to 
themselves, Washington asserted: "I can never look upon the proclamation in any other light . . . 
than as a temporary expedient to quiet the minds of the Indians.... Any person therefore who 
neglects the present opportunity of hunting out good lands and in some measure marking and 
distinguishing them for their own (in order to keep others from settling them) will never regain it 
[the opportunity].22 So many others joined Washington in violating the Proclamation that an 
exasperated Lord Dunmore, Virginia's governor, lamented that Virginians "do and will remove 
[into Indian lands] as their avidity and restlessness incite them.... Nor can they [-the Virginians-] 
be easily brought to entertain any belief of the permanent obligation of Treaties made with these 
People, whom they consider, as but little removed from the brute Creation."23 

As important as the issues of taxation and of Native American policy were, astute 
contemporary commentators pointed to another result of the French and Indian War as the sine 
qua non for the coming of the War of American Independence. In late 1773, Thomas 
Hutchinson, the star-crossed native son and royal governor of Massachusetts, proclaimed that 
"before the peace [of 1763] I thought nothing so much to be desired as the cession of Canada. I 
am now convinced that if it had remained to the French none of the spirit of opposition to the 
mother country would have yet appeared. "Indeed, said Hutchinson, the effects of the acquisition 



of Canada were "worse than all we have to fear from [the) French and Indians."24 Josiah Tucker, 
the Dean of Glocester, emphasized the same point even more emphatically. In a brilliant 1774 
essay on "The True Interest of Great Britain set forth in Regard to the Colonies," Tucker 
proclaimed: "from the Moment in which Canada came into the Possession of the English, an End 
was put to the Sovereignty of the Mother-Country over the Colonies. They [in the colonies) had 
then nothing to fear from a foreign Enemy; and as to their own domestic Friends and Relations 
[in Britain], they had for so many Years preceding been accustomed to trespass upon their 
Forbearance and Indulgence, even when they most wanted their Protection, that it was no 
Wonder they should openly renounce an Authority which they never thoroughly approved of, 
and which now they found to be no longer necessary for their own Defense.”25 As both 
Hutchinson and Tucker realized, colonial fear of the French in Canada might well have 
dampened and quite possibly extinguished the idea of waging a war for independence, an idea 
that seemed ridiculous in early 1763 but which became a proclaimed reality on July 2, 1776. As 
Tucker and Hutchinson correctly stressed, the French "menace" - really the French and Indian 
"menace" - served as a constant reminder to colonists of the benefits of belonging to the British 
Empire. 

Josiah Tucker probably went too far when he asserted that the British acquisition of 
Canada guaranteed that the British colonists in North American would become independent. 
Nevertheless, take away the French and Indian War and crucial elements that fueled the 
revolutionary movement vanish. Take away the French and Indian War and the accompanying 
treasonous trade of the colonists and there would have been no special reason for the British to 
try to gain firmer control over the colonies by enforcing the trade acts with uncharacteristic 
vigor. Take away the French and Indian War and the British government would not have faced 
the economic crisis that led to the calamitous decision to tax the colonists. Take away the French 
and Indian War and there would have been no Treaty of Easton and consequently no 
Proclamation of 1763. Take away the French and Indian War and New France would still have 
been a French possession sitting ominously astride the British colonies and serving as a constant 
reminder of the dangers of trying to break away from the British Empire. 

Even granting that the well-documented history of the colonists' illegal activities and 
ruthless selfishness does not negate the fears Americans expressed in the 1760s and 1770s about 
the British endangering their constitutional rights, the fact remains: the French and Indian War 
produced the transformations in the British Empire that made the War of American 
Independence possible. In sum, take away the French and Indian War and there would have been 
no War of American Independence as we know it. 
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